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ABSTRACT. The generation of synthetic multispectral satellite images has not yet reached the

quality level achievable in other domains, such as the generation and manipulation

of face images. Part of the difficulty stems from the need to generate consistent data

across the entire electromagnetic spectrum covered by such images at radiometric

resolutions higher than those typically used in multimedia applications. The different

spatial resolution of image bands corresponding to different wavelengths poses

additional problems, whose main effect is a lack of spatial details in the synthetic

images with respect to the original ones. We propose two generative adversarial

networks-based architectures explicitly thought to generate synthetic satellite imagery

by applying style transfer to 13-band Sentinel-2 level1-C images. To avoid losing the

finer spatial details and improve the sharpness of the generated images, we introduce

a pansharpening-like approach, whereby the spatial structures of the input image are

transferred to the style-transferred images without introducing visible artifacts. The

results we got by applying the proposed architectures to transform barren images

into vegetation images and vice versa and to transform summer (res. winter) images

into winter (res. summer) images, which confirm the validity of the proposed solution.
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1 Introduction

The use of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques based on generative adversarial networks

(GANs) to generate highly realistic synthetic images is progressing at an extremely rapid pace

to match the increasing demand for large labeled datasets for computer vision applications. GAN

images are also used in the entertainment industry, on social media, and in a wide variety of web

applications. On the other hand, AI-generated images are increasingly used for malevolent

purposes, such as defamation and disinformation campaigns.

With the increasing diffusion of satellite images and their exploitation in several application

areas, such as meteorological forecasts, monitoring, detection of natural disasters, and intelli-

gence and military investigations, just to mention a few, it is only natural that AI architectures

have started being used to generate synthetic satellite images as well. Possible uses of such

images include training AI tools for earth observation applications, making predictions about

the effects of climate change and natural disasters, and raising awareness about the possible

effects of global warming and anthropization of natural environments.1,2 Even in this case,

malevolent uses are possible to create fake images to deny the effect of climate change or
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artificially augment the impact of human actions on specific regions. Despite this interest, the

generation of synthetic multispectral satellite images has not yet reached the quality level achiev-

able in other domains, such as the generation and manipulation of face images. The direct appli-

cation of GAN architectures used for computer vision applications to generate synthetic remote

sensing images is not possible, due to the inherent differences between remote sensing images

and natural images, which GANs were specifically designed for.

To start with, optical remote sensing images are typically multispectral images consisting of

more than 3 bands and have a pixel depth ranging from 10 to 16 bits, making their generation

more difficult than in the case of natural images. In addition, the different spatial resolution of

image bands corresponding to different wavelengths poses additional problems, whose main

effect is a lack of spatial details in the synthetic images with respect to the original ones. Such

an effect is exemplified in Fig. 1, where the difference between the sharpness and richness of

details of real and synthetic images is evident. The deficiency in details is particularly obvious in

the vicinity of the buildings, where the real image exhibits significantly more intricate details.

In this paper, we propose methods to generate synthetic multispectral remote sensing

images, overcoming the difficulties mentioned above.

We focus on Sentinel-2 level-1C image modification using all 13 bands to provide compre-

hensive spectral information. It is important to understand the differences between the various

Sentinel-2 product levels. Level-1B data typically comprises radiometrically corrected top-of-

atmosphere reflectance values; level-1C products comprise orthorectified images with a uniform

grid; and level-2A products offer atmospherically corrected bottom-of-atmosphere reflectance

values. The focus of our research is on image-to-image translation of Sentinel-2 level-1C images,

with the goal of creating a synthetic counterpart of real images with content that differs from

the original but is still relevant. In particular, we explore two distinct image translation tasks: land

cover transfer and season transfer.

Unlike previous works, which predominantly focus on generating the three RGB bands,

with limited exploration into synthesizing 4-band [R, G, B, and near-infrared (NIR)] images,3

our approach delves into the generation of realistic 13-band synthetic images. This introduces

additional complexities due to the distinct spatial resolutions across the four bands with a 10-m

ground sampling distance (GSD), six bands with a 20-m GSD, and three bands with a 60-m GSD.

Consequently, the application of image-to-image translation architectures commonly used in

computer vision applications is not possible. To address the resolution disparity among bands,

we propose an approach utilizing multiple discriminators, each tasked with the classification of

bands of the same spatial resolution. The adversarial loss is then adapted to accommodate the

outputs of all discriminators. Moreover, to counteract the lack of sharpness in synthetically gen-

erated images, we introduce a postprocessing algorithm inspired by image pansharpening.4

Pansharpening5 is a widely employed technique for enhancing the spatial resolution of multi-

spectral satellite images by incorporating high-resolution panchromatic data. Although tradi-

tional pansharpening relies on a separate high-resolution panchromatic image, in our context,

a panchromatic version of the GAN-generated images is not available. Instead, we extract fine

spatial details from the original to-be-transferred image and inject them into the generated

images, akin to pansharpening. The fundamental idea is that when applying style transfer to

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Example of the sharpness difference between (a) real vegetation and (b) generated barren

images, which are more visible in the building area.
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alter the season or cover type of an image, the underlying spatial structures, such as roads,

rivers, mountains, and buildings remain unchanged. Therefore, these structures can be extracted

from the original source image and used to enhance the sharpness of GAN-generated images.

Our algorithm specifically employs sharpening by component substitution, utilizing the Gram–

Schmidt adaptive (GSA) algorithm,6 where the panchromatic image is estimated from the

original source image. In this way, we enhance the spatial details of the synthesized images,

contributing to their overall quality and realism.

We carried out an extensive set of experiments applying the proposed image-to-image trans-

lation networks and the sharpening algorithm to both season transfer and land-cover transfer.

In particular, we assessed the quality of the final sharpened images using the perception-

based image quality evaluator (PIQUE), which showed similar or slightly better values for the

sharpened images than for real input images. Overall, the main contributions of this paper can be

summarized as follows.

• We adapt two common GAN architectures, namely cyleGAN and pix2pix, to make them

work on multispectral Sentinel-2 level-1C images with 13 bands and different resolutions.

• We introduce a postprocessing technique based on Gram–Schmidt pansharpening to

improve the quality of the images generated by the GANs.

• We apply the proposed architectures and pansharpening postprocessing to address two

image translation tasks, namely season transfer and land cover transfer.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the state-of-the-art

of GAN-based image generation, with specific reference to remote sensing imagery. Then in

Sec. 3, we give a brief introduction to image-to-image translation GANs with particular emphasis

on the network architectures we have used in our work, namely, pix2pix and cycleGAN. In

Sec. 4, we describe the datasets, the network architectures, and the training procedure we have

used to develop the season transfer and the cover transfer models. After that, in Sec. 5, we

describe the sharpening procedure we have developed to improve the quality of the generated

images. In Sec. 6, we show the results of the experiments we have carried out to validate the

effectiveness of the proposed image transfer networks and the sharpening algorithm. In Sec. 7,

we conclude the paper with some final remarks and indications for future research.

2 State of the Art

The quality of the images generated by GANs is continuously increasing. Initially, GANs were

used to synthesize images that are similar in distribution to the training dataset.7 Over the years,

several variants have been developed. Some of them have been thought to improve the short-

comings of earlier architectures and deliver more realistic results,8–10 and others have been designed

to perform a variety of tasks in computer vision applications. Image-to-image translation,11,12

classification,13,14 and segmentation15 are just a few of the many applications of GANs.

It is no surprise that GANs are also exploited in various remote sensing applications. One

interesting application is the use of image-to-image translation for the generation of synthetic

images produced by a certain sensor given an input image acquired by a different sensor. The

method described in Ref. 16, for instance, can generate optical (RGB) images starting from

SAR input images. The result is obtained by training a cycleGAN model on 512 × 512 patches

of RGB images as the source domain and 512 × 512 SAR images as the target domain. Similarly

in Refs. 3 and 17, the NIR channel is generated using the RGB bands as input. This result is

achieved by training a pix2pix model on paired examples of RGB and NIR images. Another type

of image-to-image translation was applied in Ref. 18, where historical maps were translated into

satellite-like imagery. Finally, in Ref. 19, SAR and RGB images are synthesized starting from

land cover maps coupled with auxiliary satellite data like digital elevation models and precipi-

tation maps.

In addition to generating different types of images, another important application of GANs is

super-resolution, aiming at overcoming the lack of resolutions of the capturing sensors. In

Ref. 20, a modified denseNet (ultradense) is used in a GAN architecture to generate super-

resolution satellite images from low-resolution images. Other tasks for which GANs are used

in remote sensing applications are pansharpening21 and hyperspectral image classification.22
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With regard to the generation of synthetic multispectral images, in Ref. 23, a progressive

GAN8was trained on the SEN12MS dataset to generate from scratch 256 × 256 × 13 images that

resemble Sentinel-2 level-1C products. In the same paper, image-to-image translation is consid-

ered, by training a NICEGAN24 architecture that is able to transfer vegetation land cover into

barren land cover and vice versa for the four high-resolution bands of Sentinel 2 level-1C prod-

ucts (RGB and NIR bands). This work was extended in Ref. 25, to season transfer, generating

winter (res. summer) images from summer (winter) ones. Even in this case, the translation is

applied to the four highest resolution bands only.

Despite the increasing interest, the use of style transfer to change the semantic content of

satellite images is still limited. Furthermore, the few existing works focus on generating RGB

images, just adding a NIR band in some rare cases. In contrast, in this work, we focus on the

application of style transfer to all 13 bands of Sentinel-2 level-1C images. Compensating for the

lack of sharpness of synthetic remote sensing images is also something that has received very

limited attention so far. The only previous efforts in this context are related to super-resolution

applications. However, it is important to highlight a noticeable difference between super-reso-

lution and the problem addressed in this paper. In super-resolution scenarios, there is a lack of

information available about the high-resolution content to be reinserted into the processed

images. This contrasts with style-transfer scenarios, where it is possible to exploit the information

contained within the source image.

3 Background on GAN-Based Image-to-Image Translation

The general GAN framework for image generation consists of two convolutional neural net-

works: a generator, which is trained to produce images that are similar in distribution to the

images used for training, and a discriminator in charge of classifying images as real (genuine)

or fake (synthetically generated). The two networks are trained together in a minimax fashion,

with the generator aiming at making the discriminator fail and the generator trying to distinguish

genuine from fake images despite the efforts of the generator. The weights of the generator and

the discriminator are updated alternately in an iterative way: the discriminator is trained for one or

more epochs while the generator is kept constant; afterward, the generator is trained for one or

more epochs while the discriminator weights are frozen. Training iterations continue until the

two networks converge or satisfactory visual results are reached. As discussed in Sec. 2, many

variants of GANs have been proposed depending on the application at hand. In this work, we

focus on architectures for image-to-image translation. The goal of image-to-image translation is

to take an image belonging to a certain domain, e.g., a daylight street image, and remap it onto a

different domain, e.g., the night version of the daylight street image.

In this paper, we rely on two specific architectures for image-to-image translation, namely

pix2pix and cycleGAN. The former can be used whenever a dataset of corresponding image pairs

belonging to the input and output domains is available for training. The latter can also be used

when only unpaired examples of the two domains are available.

3.1 Pix2pix

As we mentioned before, a pix2pix architecture is trained by showing the network examples of

input–output pairs, with the output sample corresponding to a ground-truth translated version of

the input scene. Figure 2 displays the workflow followed to train a pix2pix model. A generator

takes an image x from domain A as input and produces a version of x that corresponds to domain

B. On the other hand, the discriminator judges whether for a certain image belonging to domain

A (always real), the corresponding image in domain B has been generated synthetically (score 0)

or not (score 1). The loss used to train the generator includes two terms. The first one, usually

referred to as “adversarial loss” (Ladv), is a cross-entropy term given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;114;139Ladv ¼ Ex;y½log Dðx; yÞ� þ Ex½logð1 −Dðx; GðxÞÞÞ�; (1)

where x is the input image, y is the reference image, D is the discriminator network, and G is the

generative network. The second term (L1) corresponds to the distance between the ground truth

image y and the generated image GðxÞ:
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;117;456L1 ¼ Ex;y½ky − GðxÞk�; (2)

The objective of the generator is to minimize the combined loss LG:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;117;425min
G

LG ¼ min
G

ðLadv þ λL1Þ; (3)

where λ is a parameter balancing the relative importance of the Ladv and L1 losses. During its

training turn, the discriminator aims at maximizing Ladv, that is labeling real images as 1 (real

image label) and the generated ones as 0 (generated image label) by the discriminator.

In this paper, we used the pix2pix architecture for the season transfer task. In such a case, in

fact, finding an image in domain B corresponding to a given image in domain A is pretty easy,

due to the wide availability of images of the same region taken at different times of the year. This

is not the case for the land cover transfer task, for which we had to resort to the cycleGAN

network12 (described in Sec. 3.2).

3.2 CycleGAN

CycleGAN is an image-to-image architecture that does not require the availability of matched

image pairs for training, which reduces the difficulty of gathering a proper training dataset. A

cycleGAN architecture consists of two generators and two discriminators. Basically, each gen-

erator translates images in a unique direction. The generator Ga2b translates images from domain

A to domain B, whereas the generator Gb2a translates the images in the opposite direction. In this

way, each generator can act as a constraint for the other. In order to do that, a cycle consistency

check is implemented within the architecture. When the output of the first generator is used as

input for the second one, the output of the second generator should be as close as possible to

the original input image (similarly for the second generator), as shown in Eq. (4). Moreover,

an optional identity loss can be added to constrain the cycleGAN architecture. Specifically, the

identity loss forces the generator to act as an identity operator when the input image already

belongs to the output domain. Figure 3 shows the cycleGAN architecture together with the losses

used to train it. The adversarial GAN loss (Ladv) measures the capability of the discriminators to

distinguish genuine images belonging to a certain domain, from the corresponding synthetic

images belonging to the same domain. In our work, we adopted a least square formulation11

of the adversarial loss according to which we have:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;117;85Ladv ¼ Ea½ðDbðGa2bðaÞÞ − 1Þ2� þ Eb½ðDaðGb2aðbÞÞ − 1Þ2�; (4)

Generator (G)

fake image x' groundtruth image y

Discriminator (D)

Real(1)/Fake(0)

input image x

Fig. 2 pix2pix training workflow.
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where a is an image belonging to domain A, b is an image from domain B, Ga2b is the generative

network that translates the images from domain A to domain B, Gb2a is the generative network

that translates the image from domain B to domain A, and Db is the discriminator network that

classifies the images as genuine images belonging to domain B and images generated by Ga2b.

Similarly, Da is the discriminator network that distinguishes genuine images of domain A from

the images generated by Gb2a.

The cyclic consistency loss (Lcycle) and the identity loss are defined as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;114;255Lcycle ¼ Ea½kGb2aðGa2bðaÞÞ − ak� þ Eb½kGa2bðGb2aðbÞÞ − bk�; (5)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;114;219Lidentity ¼ Ea½kGb2aðaÞ − ak� þ Eb½kGa2bðbÞ − bk�: (6)

The objective of the generators is to minimize a global loss defined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;114;199 min
Ga2b;Gb2a

α1Ladv þ α2Lcycle þ α3Lidentity; (7)

where α1 is the weight of the adversarial loss, α2 is the weight of the cyclic consistency loss, and

α3 is the weight of the identity loss. On the other hand, the discriminators are trained to minimize

the following loss:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;114;134LD ¼ Eb½ðDbðbÞ − 1Þ2� þ Ea½ðDbðGb2aðaÞÞÞ
2� þ Ea½ðDaðaÞ − 1Þ2� þ Eb½ðDaðGa2bðbÞÞÞ

2�;

(8)

where the first and third terms of the loss aim to ensure that the discriminators are classifying real

images as real (label 1). Each term corresponds to one of the discriminators. The second and

fourth terms ensure that the discriminators correctly classify the synthetic images (label 0).

Generator Ga2b

Generator Gb2a

Discriminator Db

Discriminator Da

Real(1)/Fake(0)

Real(1)/Fake(0)
input vegetation image a

input barren image b

generated barren bF

generated vegatation aF

Adversarial Loss

(a)

Cyclic Loss

Generator Ga2b

Generator Gb2a

input vegetation image a

input barren image b

generated barren bF

generated vegatation aF

reconstructed barren

reconstructed vegetation

(b)

Identity Loss

Generator Ga2b

Generator Gb2a

input vegetation image a

input barren image b Identity Barren

Identity Vegetation

(c)

Fig. 3 CycleGAN partial losses with workflow description: (a) adversarial loss, (b) cyclic loss, and

(c) identity loss.
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4 Generation of Synthetic Satellite Multispectral Images

In this paper, we focus on two specific image translation tasks, namely: (i) season transfer, aiming

at translating images from summer to winter and vice versa and (ii) land cover transfer, where we

focus on the translation of images with vegetation land cover to barren images and vice versa.

The two tasks pose different challenges, hence calling for different design choices. We trained a

Pix2pix model12 for the season transfer task, and a cycle GANmodel11 for the land cover transfer.

The reason for such a choice is that season transfer tends to be a bit more complicated than land

cover transfer in terms of diversity within the same domain. In fact, the same input image in a

specific domain can correspond to multiple outputs in the second domain. For example, a snowy

winter image can translate into an image with less snow in the summer or into green meadows,

with the summer domain containing both meadows and light snow images. This diversity in the

mapping makes the unpaired image-to-image translation difficult while pairing the images and

using pix2pix facilitates the task since it is easy to gather images of the same area in different

seasons. On the other hand, we adopted a cycleGAN architecture for the land cover task because

it is not possible to create a large enough dataset with paired images with the same location

covered by vegetation in one case and barren soil in the other.

In both cases, we are interested in generating synthetic images that resemble the character-

istics of real multispectral satellite images in terms of spectral resolution (number of bands),

GSD, and radiometric resolution. In fact, satellite images have peculiar characteristics that make

them very different from natural photographs.

In this work, we focus on the generation of multispectral images mimicking Sentinel-2 level-

1C images. For this reason, we built the training datasets for both tasks by relying on the

Sentinel-2 images available from the ESA Copernicus hub.26 Sentinel-2 level1-C is a 13-band

product, with four bands (RGB and NIR) sampled at a 10 m sampling distance with 10; 980 ×

10; 980 resolution, six bands sampled at a 20 m sampling distance, and three bands sampled at a

60 m sampling distance. A summary of the characteristics of Sentinel-2 image bands is given in

Table 1. All bands have a radiometric resolution of 12 bits per pixel. Image data are distributed

with 16-bit word length for fixed-point representation of the spectral radiance.

To cope with the different spatial resolutions of image bands corresponding to different

wavelengths, we bicubically interpolated the bands with a GSD lower than 10m to the same

size as the 10 m bands (10; 980 × 10; 980). For this reason, some bands lack details and are

a bit blurry in comparison to the 10 m channels, especially those with GSD = 60 m. After upsam-

pling, the images are cropped to a 512 × 512 size using gdal-retile from the gdal software

library.27 Eventually, we removed the tiles with no data pixels (0 brightness).

Table 1 GSD of the MSI instruments of Sentinel-2.

Spatial resolution (m) Band number Central wavelength (nm)

10 2 (green) 492.4

3 (blue) 559.8

4 (red) 664.6

8 (NIR) 832.8

20 5 704.1

6 740.5

7 782.8

8a 864.7

11 1613.7

12 2202.4

60 1 442.7

9 945.1

10 1373.5
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4.1 Season Transfer

The procedure we followed for the construction of the training dataset, the choice of the network

architecture, and the training procedure for the season transfer task are described below.

4.1.1 Dataset

For the season transfer task, we are interested in translating summer images into winter images

and vice versa. To do so, we focused on two different geographical regions, one located in China

and the other in Scandinavia. It is worth mentioning that the landscape and season transfer con-

ditions differ greatly between the two regions. For the Scandinavian dataset, the landscape is

dominated by meadows, and the transfer from summer to winter corresponds to passing from

green meadows to snowy land cover, whereas for the images selected for the China dataset, the

winter is characterized by barren land cover and the summer by green land cover. For both data-

sets, we selected image pairs corresponding to the acquisition of the same region in two different

months, one in the winter and one in the summer. Also to avoid preprocessing or generating

images with clouds, we filtered the images retaining only those with 0% cloud cover. For the

Scandinavian dataset, summer images were taken in June 2020, and winter images were acquired

in February. We ended up with 9000 images of size 512 × 512 for each domain. We made sure

that all the downloaded products are within the Scandinavian region of Sweden, Denmark, and

Norway. We show an example of the RGB channels of two images of the Scandinavian dataset in

part Fig. 4(a). For the China dataset, summer images refer to August 2020, and winter images

were taken from November 2020 through January 2021. In the end, we collected 8522 images of

size 512 × 512 for each season domain. Also for this dataset, we made sure that all the down-

loaded products were within the China borders. In Fig. 4(b), we show an example of the RGB

channels of the China dataset.

4.1.2 Architecture

For the season transfer task, we chose the pix2pix architecture described in Sec. 3.1. For the

generator, we chose a U-Net network28 with skip connections of eight blocks. Each block has

two convolutional layers, two batch normalization layers, a leaky ReLU activation function layer

with dropout equal to 0.2, and a ReLU activation function layer again with dropout equal to 0.2.

As to the discriminator, we used seven convolutional layers, each followed by batch normali-

zation and leaky ReLU activation.

4.1.3 Training

For the China dataset season transfer task, we used 6000 images for training, 2000 for testing,

and 522 for validation. For the Scandinavia dataset season transfer task, we used 6000 images for

training, 2000 for testing, and 1000 for validation. Each model was trained for 600 epochs for an

input of 512 × 512 × 13 pair. For each network, the Adam optimizer29 was used with β1 set to

0.5, β2 to 0.999, and a learning rate equal to 0.0001. The number of filters used is 64 and the slope

for the leaky ReLU was set to 0.2. The batch size was constrained to 1 due to GPU limitation.

The weight for the L1 loss function λ is set to 100.

(b)(a) (c)

Fig. 4 Examples of Sentinel-2 images of the training datasets. Only a color representation of the

RGB bands is shown. (a) Scandinavian and (b) China datasets (RGB channels)—season transfer

task: winter (left) and summer (right). (c) Land cover dataset (RGB channels)—land cover transfer

task: barren (left) and vegetation (right).
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4.2 Land-Cover Transfer

In this section, we focus on the land cover transfer task.

4.2.1 Dataset

For this task, we collected data from two different domains, images with barren cover lands and

images with vegetation. For the vegetation domain, we picked an area of interest that is mostly

made up of vegetation based on the statistics provided by the organization of economic co-

operation and development (OECD).30 In particular, we considered areas of Congo, Salvador,

Montenegro, Gabon, and Guyana. The data collected from those regions span from June 2019 to

December 2019. Even in this case, we retained only images with 0% cloud cover. Since there is

no guarantee that the 512 × 512 cropped images are representatives of their respective domains,

we trained a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier using four images from the training

dataset that belong to the vegetation domain and four images belong to the barren domain. Then

we manually labeled pixels as belonging to vegetation, barren, water, or artificial surfaces.

We used the LDA classifier to make sure that the cropped images are mostly vegetation (more

than 70% of the image is vegetation) and only a small fraction corresponds to water, urban, or

barren areas. In the end, we gathered 10,000 images.

Similarly, for the barren domain, we relied on OECD30 to pick areas mostly covered by

barren soil, with a small percentage of water, vegetation, and urban areas. Specifically, we chose

images from South and Central America. As for the vegetation domain, we used the LDA clas-

sifier to make sure that the cropped images are mostly barren (more than 70% barren) with small

percentages of water, urban, or vegetation. In Fig. 4, we show an RGB example of the images

we got for the two different domains.

4.2.2 Architecture

As we already explained, for the landcover transfer, we used a CycleGAN architecture. For the

generator, we chose a residual ResNet network31 consisting of six residual blocks with skip

connection. Each residual block has a convolutional layer, a batch normalization layer, and a

leaky ReLU activation function layer. For the discriminator, we used seven convolutional layers,

each followed by batch normalization and leaky ReLU activation. For both networks, the Adam

optimizer29 was used.

While training the model, we observed that even after 600 epochs, the quality of the trans-

ferred images was not improving, and the resulting images were blurry. Our conjecture is that this

is due to the different ground resolutions of the 13 bands. To overcome this problem, we split the

identity loss Lidentity and the cyclic loss Lcycle in three parts, each referring to a group of bands

with the same spatial resolution, by modifying the loss terms as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;117;277Lidentity_mod ¼ β1Lidentity½2;3; 4;8� þ β2Lidentity½5;6; 7;8a; 11;12� þ β3Lidentity½1;9; 10�; (9)

EQ-TARGET;temp:in tralink-;e010;117;231Lcycle_mod ¼ β1Lcycle½2;3; 4;8� þ β2Lcycle½5;6; 7;8a; 11;12� þ β3Lcycle½1;9; 10�; (10)

where β1 is the weight for the 10 m spatial resolution bands, β2 is the weight for the 20 m, and

β3 is the weight for 60 m.

Then we trained the network by substituting the Lcycle loss with the Lcycle_mod loss and the

Lidentity loss with the Lidentity_mod losses for additional 150 epochs. In this way, we were able to

reduce the blurriness of the generated images. In the following, we refer to this architecture as

“weighted_cycleGAN.” Yet, the domain transfer was not very evident. Assuming that the reason

is the different spatial resolutions of the bands, we split the discriminator into three discriminators

focusing on the bands at a specific spatial resolution, each one with its specific loss:
EQ-TARGET;temp :intralink-;e011;117;121

LD_1 ¼ LD½2;3; 4;8�

LD_2 ¼ LD½5;6; 7;8a; 11;12�

LD_3 ¼ LD½1;9; 10�: (11)
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This model was trained for 60 epochs. The initial weights used for the generator were the

weights obtained after training the previous 750 epochs; however, the discriminators were ini-

tialized randomly. After 60 epochs, we stopped training since the losses plateaued without further

improvement and according to our visual assessment, the translated images exhibited satisfactory

quality but showed no further enhancement with additional training. In the following, we call this

model “3dis_cycleGAN.”

4.2.3 Training

We used 8000 images for training the model and 2000 were kept for testing. For each network in

the model, we used the Adam optimizer29 with β1 ¼ 0.5, β2 ¼ 0.999, and the learning rate equal

to 0.0001. The number of filters used is 32, and the slope of the leaky ReLU was set to 0.2. The

batch size was constrained to 1 due to GPU limitation. The weight α1 of the GAN adversarial loss

was set to 1 and the cyclic consistency weight α2 to 5. The identity loss weight α3 was set to 3,

β1 to 13/16, β2 to 1/8, and β3 to 1/16.

5 Improving Image Quality via Pansharpening

Most generators’ architectures adopt an encoder–decoder structure,3 due to which the generated

images look slightly blurred and with a certain lack of fine spatial details. In Fig. 5, we show an

example of the above effect when a vegetation image [Fig. 5(a)] is remapped into barren soil

[Fig. 5(b)]. The sharpness of the details of the buildings contained in the synthetic images is

visibly lower than that in the original image.

In this section, we propose an algorithm to improve the sharpness of the synthetic images

generated by the image-transfer architectures. The algorithm is inspired by pansharpening

algorithms usually applied to improve the sharpness of multispectral images.4 Pansharpening

uses the availability of a panchromatic image (PAN) to sharpen the corresponding multispectral

images since they usually contain fewer details than their panchromatic counterpart. Component

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Example of the lack of details typical of synthetically generated images: (a) real vegetation

and (b) generated barren images.
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substitution is a popular class of pansharpening algorithms. It works by transforming the low-

resolution multispectral images into a different domain, where the spatial and spectral structures

are separated. The spatial structures are then replaced by the corresponding components of the

PAN image. After the replacement, the multispectral image is brought back into the original

domain. Pansharpening relies on the details contained in a high-resolution PAN image, which

is not available in image-transfer applications. Since in our case, the spatial structures, such as

buildings or roads, contained in the source images must also be present, with the same resolution,

in the synthetically generated images, we propose to use the source image to improve the sharp-

ness of the images generated by the GANs. In other words, we first build an artificial PAN image

by starting from the source multispectral image used to drive the image-transfer architecture.

Then the GSA pansharpening algorithm32 is applied to improve the quality of the synthetic

images produced by the network.

5.1 Sharpening of Synthetic Images by GSA

In the following, we indicate with x the source multispectral image and with y the synthetic

image generated by the GAN. By drawing an analogy with pansharpening algorithms, y repre-

sents the low-resolution image, and the high-resolution image Ipan is estimated from the source

multispectral image x. The spectral bands of both images are indicated, respectively, by xi and yi,

i ∈ f1;2: : : ng, and where n is the number of bands (n ¼ 13 for Sentinel images). The pixel

position is indicated by ðj; hÞ, with j and h ∈ f1;2: : : mg, where m is the width and height

of each band (m ¼ 512 in our case). We divide both x and y into three subsets where each subset

represents a set of bands belonging to the same GSD resulting in a subset for 10, 20, and 60 m

GSD. The pansharpening algorithm described in the following that is applied separately to each

subset then the image bands are put together again to form the 13 bands image. In this way,

m remains fixed to 512, however, n varies based on which subset we are processing (4 for 10 m,

6 for 20 m, and 3 for 60 m). To avoid heavy symbolism, in the following, we use x to represent

the multispectral image for the subset of bands being processed and y to indicate the synthetic

image generated by the GAN for the same subset of bands.

As a first step, we estimate the high-resolution image Ipan whose spatial details will be used

to improve the sharpness of y. In particular, the estimated Ipan image is obtained as a linear

combination of the source image bands xi’s. In order to determine the coefficients of the linear

combination, hereafter indicated by α ¼ ðα1; : : : αnÞ, we first compute a panchromatic version

yav of the synthetic image by spectral averaging all the bands of y. The coefficient vector α is then

computed by applying a linear regression between the AC components (The AC component of

an image is obtained by removing from the image its spatial average.) of the image bands of the

source image and yav. Eventually, the AC component of Ipan will be used to enrich the details of

the synthetic image by means of GSA pansharpening.

More specifically, the exact procedure we used to build the Ipan image is described by the

following steps.

• Compute the spectral average of the synthetic multispectral image by averaging all the

bands of y:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;117;226yav ¼
X

n

i

yi∕n: (12)

• Remove the spatial mean from yav:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;117;170ŷav ¼ yav −
X

m

j¼1

X

m

h¼1

yavðj; hÞ∕m
2: (13)

• Remove the spatial mean from each band of the high-resolution source image:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;117;105x̂i ¼ xi −
X

m

j¼1

X

m

h¼1

xiðj; hÞ∕m
2: (14)
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• Compute a set of weights αi by applying a linear regression between ŷav and the bands of x̂.

The linear regression aims at finding the coefficients αi’s that permit to better approximate

ŷav starting from x̂i’s:

EQ-TARGET;temp :intralink-;e015;114;701α ¼ arg min
α

�

�

�
ŷav −

X

i

αix̂i

�

�

�

2
: (15)

• Use the weights obtained in the previous step to build the Ipan image:

EQ-TARGET;temp :intralink-;e016;114;652Ipan ¼
X

n

i¼1

αixi: (16)

• Extract the high-resolution content of the Ipan image, by removing from it the spatial mean:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;114;598Îpan ¼ Ipan −
X

m

j¼1

X

m

h¼1

Ipanðj; hÞ∕m
2: (17)

After computing Îpan, we proceed by applying the classical GSA algorithm32 depicted in

Fig. 6 and detailed below.

To start with, the spatial mean of each band of y is subtracted from the corresponding band,

as shown in section I in Fig. 6, where yi in this figure corresponds to
P

m
j¼1

P

m
h¼1 yiðj; hÞ∕m

2:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e018;114;496ŷi ¼ yi −
X

m

j¼1

X

m

h¼1

yiðj; hÞ∕m
2: (18)

Then

• The spectral weights wi are computed by applying a linear regression between ŷ and ILRpan,

which is obtained by applying wavelet transform to compute a low-pass version of the

Ipan image.

• The low-resolution approximations of the Ipan image is computed by starting from the zero

mean low-resolution image bands (section II in Fig. 6):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e019;114;370ŷ0 ¼
X

n

i¼1

wiŷi: (19)

Fig. 6 GSA workflow.
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• ŷ0 is subtracted from the zero-mean Îpan to obtain the details δ that are lacking from the

low-resolution y image (section III in Fig. 6):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e020;117;713δ ¼ Îpan − ŷ0: (20)

• Following Ref. 32, we compute the gain injection coefficients gi as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e021;117;676gi ¼ covðŷ0; ŷiÞ∕varðŷ0Þ; (21)

where cov is the covariance matrix between the two matrices, and var is the variance.

• Add each zero mean low-resolution band to the previously computed details multiplied by

the respective gain injection coefficients (section IV in Fig. 6):

EQ-TARGET;temp:in tralink-;e022;117;617ŷshi ¼ ŷi þ giδ: (22)

• Replace the mean of the sharpened bands with the mean of the respective low-resolution

band yi (section V in Fig. 6):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e023;117;570ŷshi ¼ ŷshi −
X

m

j¼1

X

m

h¼1

ŷiðj; hÞ
sh∕m2 þ

X

m

j¼1

X

m

h¼1

yiðj; hÞ
sh∕m2: (23)

RGB

2

3

4

8

Bands (a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7 Example of season transfer for the China dataset: 10 m bands. (a) Real winter, (b) gener-

ated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.
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6 Results

In this section, we present the results we got by applying the procedures described in the previous

sections to generate synthetic Sentinel by means of image transfer. We first present the results we

got by applying the basic image transfer models, then we show the improvement obtained by

means of pansharpening.

6.1 Season Transfer

In Figs. 7–9, we show an example of season transfer for the China dataset for the 10, 20, and 60 m

bands, respectively. Similarly for the Scandinvian dataset, Figs. 10–12 show the translated 10,

5

6

7

8a

11

12

Bands (a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8 Example of season transfer for the China dataset: 20 m bands. (a) Real winter, (b) gener-

ated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.
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20, and 60 m bands, respectively. For each dataset, the transfer is applied in both directions:

from summer to winter and from winter to summer. The generated winter (b) image is gen-

erated starting from the real summer image (c). By visual inspection, we can see that for all

the bands, the synthetic images are very close to real winter images (a). The overall brightness

and spatial properties are conserved, with the 60 m bands having a lower spatial resolution

and thus mimicking the content of real images. The 20 m resolution bands are still a bit blurry,

even if less than the 60 m ones, and the 10 m resolution bands have a better ground resolution.

Similar observations hold for the synthetic summer image (d), created starting from the real

winter image (a). We also note that for the China dataset, the land cover in winter images is

mostly dry, and in summer images it is prominently greenish. For the Scandinavian dataset,

summer images are greenish, and the synthetic winter images are dark and snowy (as they

should be).

6.2 Land-Cover Transfer

In Fig. 13, we show a comparison of the images generated with the three cycleGAN models we

have developed (see Sec. 4.2.2), namely: cycleGAN, weighted_cycleGAN, and 3dis_cycleGAN.

To ease the comparison, we applied the vegetation-to-barren transformation to the same image

using the three models. In Fig. 13(b), we apply weights for the cycle loss and the identity loss

based on the spatial resolution, assuming that the higher the spatial resolution, the more impor-

tance we need to give to these losses. In comparison to Fig. 13(a) where the basic loss is applied,

the generated image is sharper and contains more details but the transfer is not strong enough.

In the third variant of the model (3dis_cycleGAN), we split the discriminator into three discrim-

inators, one for each spatial resolution. The image produced by this model is shown in Fig. 13(c).

The stronger transfer effect achieved by this network can be appreciated easily, given the more

diffused presence of barren terrain than in the images produced by the other two models.

A complete, 13-band, example of barren to vegetation and vegetation to barren transformation

using the 3dis_cycleGAN model is shown in Fig. 14–16. In Fig. 13, we show a comparison of

the images generated with the three cycleGAN models we have developed (see Sec. 4.2.2),

namely: cycleGAN, weighted_cycleGAN, and 3dis_cycleGAN. To ease the comparison,

1

9

10

Bands (a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 9 Example of season transfer for the China dataset: 60 m Bands. (a) Real winter, (b) gen-

erated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.
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we applied the vegetation-to-barren transformation to the same image using the three models.

In Fig. 13(b), we apply weights for the cycle loss and the identity loss based on the spatial res-

olution, assuming that the higher the spatial resolution, the more importance we need to give to

these losses. In comparison to Fig. 13(a), where the basic loss is applied, the generated image is

sharper and contains more details but the transfer is not strong enough. In the third variant of

the model (3dis_cycleGAN), we split the discriminator into three discriminators, one for each

spatial resolution. The image produced by this model is shown in Fig. 13(c). The stronger transfer

effect achieved by this network can be appreciated easily, given the more diffused presence of

barren terrain in the images produced by the other two models. A complete, 13-band, example of

barren to vegetation and vegetation to barren transformation using the 3dis_cycleGAN model is

shown in Figs. 14–16 for the 10, 20, and 60 m bands, respectively.

To better quantify the quality of the transferred images, we classified the image pixels into

four classes (high vegetation, low vegetation, barren, and water) using the classifier based on

the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) described in Ref. 3. So we computed the

NDVI for the pixels belonging to the various classes. We assumed that an NDVI value below

RG

2

3

4

8

Bands (a) (b) (c) (d)

B

Fig. 10 Example of season transfer for the Scandinavian dataset: 10 m bands. (a) Real winter,

(b) generated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.
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−0.1 corresponds to water pixels, barren in the ½−0.1; 0.1� range, low vegetation in [0.1, 0.4], and

high vegetation when NDVI > 0.4. In Table 2, we report the result of the pixel classification for

the different datasets. We computed the percentage of the correctly classified pixels in both

types of images (real and synthetic). We ran the classifier on the 2000 real vegetation images

in the test dataset, and we got confirmation that the majority of the pixels have a high vegetation

index. Then we repeated the same procedure for the 2000 real barren images, and we found that,

as expected, the majority of the pixels belong to barren terrain. Then we classified the pixels of

the images obtained by the three cycleGAN variants. In all cases and for both transformations,

the overall content of the synthetic images corresponds to the content of the real images of

the same class. The notable exception is when we move from vegetation to barren. We can see

that the standard cycleGAN and weighted_cycleGAN do not transfer totally into barren but

instead reduce the vegetation into low vegetation, whereas 3dis_cycleGAN converts the vegeta-

tion pixels into barren ones, yielding a stronger transfer, and that is also quite evident in Fig. 13,

where the image generated by the 3dis_cyclegan contains more barren soil than the other two

images.
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8a

11

12

Bands (a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 11 Example of season transfer for the Scandinavian dataset: 20 m bands. (a) Real winter,

(b) generated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.
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Bands (a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 12 Example of season transfer for the Scandinavian dataset: 60 m bands. (a) Real winter,

(b) generated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13 Comparison of vegetation-to-barren images obtained with the different models described

in Sec. 4.2.2. To ease the visual analysis, only the RGB bands are shown. Land cover translation

with (a) standard cycleGAN, (b) weighted cycleGAN, and (c) 3dis cycleGAN.
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6.3 Sharpness Improvement by Pansharpening

In Secs. 6.1 and 6.2, we discussed the quality of the images obtained by applying season transfer

and land cover transfer. Despite the good similarity to real images, the synthetic images are vis-

ibly less sharp than the pristine images used to generate them. In Fig. 17, we show some exam-

ples of source images from the vegetation domain (resp. barren domain) and their respective

barren (resp. vegetation) GAN-generated image obtained by applying the 3dis_cyclegan model

and their sharpened counterpart after applying GSA. It is evident that the sharpened images have

much more spatial details than the GAN-generated ones. Similarly, Fig. 18 shows a couple of

RGB examples obtained by applying the season transfer task to the China dataset. For both

winter-to-summer and summer-to-winter transfers, we show the input image, the respective

GAN image, and the sharpened image. Figures 19–21 shows the 10, 20, and 60 m bands, respec-

tively, of an image of the China dataset after winter to summer transfer with and without

sharpening.

Giving a quantitative measure of the quality of the sharpening algorithm is not easy since we

do not actually have a reference image to compare our results with. For this reason, we employed

a general no-reference image quality metric capable of quantifying the quality of the generated

RGB
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Bands (a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 14 Land cover transfer example using 3dis_cycleGAN: 10 m bands. (a) Real winter, (b) gen-

erated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.
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images without a reference and without resorting to opinion-based supervised learning. In par-

ticular, we used the PIQUE metric,33 whose aim is to estimate the amount of distortion contained

in an image based on local, block-level, features. The lower the score is, the better the image

quality. We refer the reader to Ref. 33 for a detailed description of the metric. In the following,

we describe the results we have obtained by applying the PIQUE metric to the examples

reported in Fig. 17.

For the image, in Fig. 17(a) where we translated an input vegetation image into a barren

image using the 3dis_cycleGAN model, PIQUE resulted in a score of 16.1 for the source veg-

etation image and a score of 9.64 for the sharpened translated image considering only the RGB
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Fig. 15 Land cover transfer example using 3dis_cycleGAN: 20 m bands. (a) Real winter, (b) gen-

erated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.
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bands. Hence, in that case, the image quality actually improved after translation and sharpening.

On the other hand, for the image in Fig. 17(b), the score is 7.3 for the input barren image and 7.29

for the vegetation sharpened counterpart (again considering only the RGB bands). In that case,

the quality of the image remained with no significant deterioration. We conclude that adding

spatial details using the method described in Sec. 5 improved the image sharpness, producing

images whose quality is comparable to that of the original source image. With reference to the

image shown in Fig. 19, we also computed the PIQUE score band by band for the original image,

the translated image, and the sharpened image. The results are shown in Table 3, where the

sharpened score for each band is generally smaller (or much smaller) than the synthetic image

without sharpening.

(b)

1

9

10

Bands (a) (c) (d)

Fig. 16 Land cover transfer example using 3dis_cycleGAN: 60 m bands. (a) Real winter, (b) gen-

erated winter, (c) real summer, and (d) generated summer.

Table 2 Percentage of the pixels classified correctly in real and synthetic images based on NDVI.

Class

Dataset

High vegetation
(%)

Low vegetation
(%)

Barren
(%)

Water
(%)

Real vegetation 77.87 21.81 0.29 0.01

GAN vegetation (base_cycleGAN) 99 1 0 0

GAN vegetation (weighted_cycleGAN) 94.2 5.79 0 0

GAN vegetation (3dis_cycleGAN) 99.99 0.001 0 0

Real barren 0 0 100 0

GAN barren (base_cycleGAN) 3.64 94.92 1.4 0.01

GAN barren (weighted_cycleGAN) 3.7 94.41 1.86 0.01

GAN barren (3dis_cycleGAN) 0 6.87 93.12 0.01
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 17 Sharpened images after postprocessing sharpening from the land cover dataset. Source

image, the generated output by (a) vegetation to barren and (b) barren to vegetation 3dis

cycleGAN model and its sharpened counterpart.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 18 Effect of sharpening on season transfer images of the China dataset: (a) summer to winter

and (b) winter to summer. In both cases, the original image is shown in the left, the transferred

image in the center, and the transferred image after pansharpening in the right.
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Fig. 19 Sharpening season transfer example on China dataset: 10 m bands. (a) Real, (b) gener-

ated, and (c) sharpened China datasets.
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Fig. 20 Sharpening season transfer example on China dataset: 20 m bands. (a) Real, (b) gener-

ated, and (c) sharpened China datasets.
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Fig. 21 Sharpening season transfer example on China dataset: 60 m bands. (a) Real, (b) gener-

ated, and (c) sharpened China datasets.

Table 3 No reference visual quality per band33 (PIQUE) for

the example shown in Fig. 19.

Band Original input image GAN image Sharpened image

1 90.2 60.6 52.6

2 9.5 24.7 20.2

3 12.3 12.6 11.7

4 14.4 16.8 8.3

5 5 59.7 8.8

6 6.4 59.9 9.6

7 5.7 61.9 11.3

8 5.7 9.5 22

8a 7.9 61.1 11.3

9 39.4 87.4 39.6

10 44.2 79.9 44.6

11 11 71.9 32.5

12 8.5 67.3 17.8
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed two GANs specifically thought to generate synthetic multispec-

tral satellite images consisting of 13 bands with sharpened spatial details. The proposed archi-

tectures have been applied to two image transfer tasks, namely, (i) land cover transfer, whereby

the land cover of the source image is changed from vegetation to barren and vice versa and (ii)

season transfer, according to which the image season is changed from summer to winter and vice

versa. To cope with the blurriness of the images produced by the generative networks, we have

introduced a pansharpening-like postprocessing step, whereby the spatial structures of the input

image are transferred to the style-transferred images. The quality of the generated images is

evaluated both visually and by applying a no-reference image quality measure. In the case

of land cover transfer, we also applied a classifier based on NDVI to make sure that the pixels

of the generated images belong to the target terrain type. The novel task addressed in this paper is

the application of modified cycleGAN to produce 13 bands while incorporating pansharpening

techniques aimed at optimizing the overall image quality.

A possible direction for the future work is considering the application of the proposed

techniques to other transfer types, such as day to night and cloud to no-cloud. Another

interesting research direction is to directly include the sharpening step within the generative

network. This can be done either by training the network with sharpened images or by intro-

ducing within the network some ad hoc layers in charge of sharpening. The development of

a detector capable of distinguishing synthetic images from genuine ones is also worth further

investigation.
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